
“Lacis” In-LIne BaLL WInder
A smooth operating, device that will wind yarn into a coreless, 
center-pull ball or onto a cone. The unique in-line design and 
large spindle base avoids any chance of  yarn tangling or get-
ting caught in moving parts.

OperatiOn

Insert extending arm of Clamp into slot on Crank end of 
winder. Clamp to table or other sturdy support.

Thread yarn through Yarn Guide, wrap a few times around 
Spindle and position end into slot on Spindle BaSe. Yarn can be 
fed easily through Yarn Guide by simply wrapping it around 
the Feed COil in a counter-clockwise direction.

Turning Crank clockwise will wind the yarn onto the Spindle, 
in a back and forth motion, forming a neat yarn ball. Yarn 
to be wound should be loose to allow smooth winding. If  
winding from a skein, the yarn should be supported on a 
swift. If winding from a large cone, yarn should be pulled 
from the top, feeding from a guide placed directly over the center of the cone.

Finished ball can be removed from winder by simply pulling it off the spindle from the backside of the ball.
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